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• “Yoda of urban drainage modelling”, says (and does):

“Always pass on what you have learned.”



We review R.B. Whittington (RBW)’s original 
derivations (1960), summarise the errors in the 
readily available version, and compare RBW’s 
analytical approximation with water surface 
elevation (WSEL) profiles computed by the direct 
step method, HEC-RAS and (PC)SWMM. 

Abstract



Two conditions considered



Many backwater estimations are available:

•Direct integration, simple cases – e.g. Bresse (1860), 
Bakhmeteff (1912), Chow (1955); Chow (1959) lists 15 
studies, of course not including RBW (1960).

•Graphical methods for simple cases – e.g. Escoffier 
(1946), Sorensen (1952)…

•Tabulation methods for simple cases (Bresse, etc…)

•Numerical methods applied to the above…

•Standard step – e.g. Charnomski (1914), Edwards (1923), 
HEC-2 (ca. late 60s, now replaced by HEC-RAS)…



A further useful reference book

Jeppson, R. (2011) Open channel flow – numerical 
methods and computer applications, CRC Press, 
1227pp.

- provides very large number of open channel 
flow applications, exercises, applications and code 
mostly in FORTRAN and C.



Circular pipes

For more accurate results for pipes Chow (1959) 
recommends the numerical integration method 
proposed by Kiefer and Chu (Keifer, C.J., and Chu, 
H.H 1955: Backwater functions by numerical 
integration, Trans. Amer. Soc. Civil Engineers, vol. 
115, pp 429-442) which is briefly described on 
pages 261-262 of Chow (1959) with appended 
tables – but was not studied here.



Direct step method (Chow, 1959; Chaudhry, 1993) applies to prismatic 
conduits and has the same issue (find x for stated y).

𝑥2 = 𝑥1 +
𝐸2 − 𝐸1

𝑆0 −
1
2
(𝑆𝑓1 + 𝑆𝑓2)

𝐸 = 𝑦 +
𝛼𝑣2

2𝑔

𝑆𝑓 = −
𝑑𝐻

𝑑𝑥

DSM is compared in the present study.



Introduction

In Feb. 1960 R. B. Whittington (RBW) published 
in the proceedings of the Institution of Water 
Engineers a note on the rapid computation of 
backwater curves without recourse to tabulated 
functions, including estimates of error and a 
sample calculation (pp 67-71).



Eight months later the Journal of Irrigation and 
Power (JIP) re-published the 4 page paper in their 
section entitled “Foreign Periodicals”, but in their 
copied version their typesetter made ten 
potentially serious mathematical errors. 

Regrettably it is the JIP version that is now 
readily available on the Internet (for USD$28) and 
which is of seriously inferior clarity. They did not 
respond to this issue.



Print quality: JIP version vs. IWE version



Print quality: JIP vs. IWE



JIP type-
setting 
errors.



Purpose of the present study

Test RBW’s approximations for fast estimation of 
within-element backwater and drawdown profiles 
for sub-critical flow, for a simple rectangular 
open-channel flow condition.
An urban application could involve billions of 
cycles (#pipes x #timesteps x #iterations, say 
10Kx60Kx5 = 3 billion) in a single run, so efficiency 
is important.



Unfortunately in RBW’s paper…

•No background references,

•No list of limitations, and

•No drawdown examples were provided,

•The application is inapt for urban drainage,

•Solutions have no fixed distance x origin,

•Derived equations differ from other sources, and

• Derivations evidently do not apply to pipes.



RBW’s method is restricted to gradually-varied, 
one-dimensional, steady flow in very wide open 
rectangular (prismatic) conveyances. (Similarly 
with Manning’s and many other equations, 
whose derivations were, further, originally only 
applicable to normal or uniform flow). 

Limitations of RBW’s approximation



1. Prismatic conveyances are dominant in urban 
drainage, 

2. Hydraulic and hydrological (H&H) models assume 
steady flow over their computational time-steps, 

3. H&H models apply numerous similar equations,

4. These points support adoption of RBW’s method.

Four observations



RBW’s original published summary*

By expanding in series that expression whose integral 
is the “well-known backwater function”,  the latter is 
obtained in a series form which is convenient for rapid 
computation. When the depth is in the neighborhood of 
the normal/uniform depth, convergence of these series is 
too slow, and an accurate interpolation formula for this 
region is proposed.

*RBW paper in highlighted slides



RBW’s paper outline

1. Introduction – definition of the backwater function

2. Plot of the integrated backwater function

3. Alternative integration of the function

4. An interpolation formula for ½ < Y < 1½

5. Computations compared to standard values

6. Computation for depths far from normal/uniform

7. Sample calculation



RBW’s symbols

y   depth x “sloped” distance 

yn normal/uniform depth C Chézy coefficient

yc critical depth F(Y)   backwater function

Y y/yn a = F(0) = 0.3023

i slope b (Y - 1) or (1 - Y )



Notes

Chézy formula 𝑣 = 𝐶 𝑅 𝑖

Manning’s equation 𝑣 =
𝑘

𝑛
𝑅2/3𝑖1/2

equivalence 𝐶 =
1

𝑛
𝑅1/6

hydraulic radius  𝑅 =
𝐴

𝑝



𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑥
=
𝑖{1 − (𝑦𝑛/𝑦)

3}

{1 − (𝑦𝑐/𝑦)
3}

1.Introduction

The general backwater curve, or differential 
equation of the surface profile in varied one-
dimensional flow is



Introducing the dimensionless 𝑌 = 𝑦/𝑦𝑛

and the relation (𝑦𝑐/𝑦𝑛)
3 = 

𝑖𝐶2

𝑔

we obtain 
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑥
=

𝑖(𝑌3−1)

(𝑌3−
𝑖𝐶2

𝑔
)

(2)



Integration yields

𝑥 =
𝑦𝑛

𝑖
[𝑌 − 1 −

𝑖𝐶2

𝑔
𝜑 𝑌 ] (3)

where

𝜑 𝑌 = − 
𝑑𝑌

𝑌3−1
(4)

- and is (was) called the Backwater Function.



Expression (4) is usually integrated in the form

𝜑 𝑌 =
1

6
𝑙𝑛

𝑌2+𝑌+1

𝑌−1 2
+

1

3
𝑡𝑎𝑛−1

(2𝑌+1)

√3

…  (5)

(however other sources give variants of this equation).



Cautions

RBW (1960) gives “backwater function”:

𝜑 𝑌 =
1

6
𝑙𝑛

𝑌2+𝑌+1

𝑌−1 2
+

1

3
𝑡𝑎𝑛−1

(2𝑌+1)

√3

FMH (1966) gives “Bresse’s function”:

𝜑 𝑌 =
1

6
𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑌2 + 𝑌 + 1

𝑌 − 1 2
−

1

3
𝑡𝑎𝑛−1

√3

(2𝑌 + 1)

VTC (1959) gives “Bresse method”:

𝜑 𝑌 =
1

6
𝑙𝑛

𝑌2 + 𝑌 + 1

𝑌 − 1 2
−

1

3
𝑐𝑜𝑡−1

(2𝑌 + 1)

√3



Eqn (5) is inconvenient for computation, and tabulated 
values of the function are usually employed. The function 
𝜑 𝑌 is sketched in Fig. 1, which shows the following 
critical values, computed from (5):

𝜑 0 = 𝑎 =
𝜋

6√3
= 0.3023

𝜑 ∞ = 3𝑎; and 𝜑 0.999 = 𝜑 1.001

𝜑 1.001 = 2𝑎 +
1

6
ln 3 × 106 = 3.090



3. RBW’s integration of the backwater function (Y>1)

𝜑 𝑌 =  
𝑑𝑌

𝑌3 − 1
=  

𝑑𝑌 1 −
1
𝑌3

−1

𝑌3

= − 
1

𝑌3
+
1

𝑌6
+
1

𝑌9
+⋯ 𝑑𝑌

Whence

𝜑 𝑌 − 𝜑 ∞ = 𝜑 𝑌 − 3𝑎 =
1

2𝑌2
+

1

5𝑌5
. . +

1

3𝑛+2 𝑌3𝑛+2

…(6)



If  Y<1 as for instance when the water is led below the 
critical depth by means of a sluice gate,

𝜑 𝑌 =  
𝑑𝑌

1−𝑌3
=  (1 + 𝑌3 + 𝑌6 + 𝑌9. . )𝑑𝑌

whence  

𝜑 𝑌 − 𝜑 0 = 𝜑 𝑌 − 𝑎 = 𝑌 +
𝑌4

4
+
𝑌7

7
. . . +

𝑌3𝑛+1

3𝑛+1

(7)



4. Interpolation formula for ½ < Y < 1½

Suppose Y=1+b where 0 < b < ½ . The slow rate of 
change of the inverse tangent term in [5] may be 
accommodated by a linear function of b. The 
more rapid change of the log term may be taken 
up by a linear function of log b:

𝜑 𝑌 = 0.795 + 0.274 𝑏 − 0.765 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏
Y>1, b=Y-1 [10]



It will be seen from Fig. 1 that the chords (joining points 
of equal absolute b-values) are approximately parallel: the 
average slope is 0.340. Consequently, any two points of 
equal and opposite b-values are related by the expression

𝜑 < 1 = 𝜑 > 1 − 0.340 × 2𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑏

= 𝜑 > 1 − 0.680 mod(𝑏)      [11]



For practical use, expressions [10] and [11] yield

𝜑 𝑌 − 3𝑎 = −0.112 + 0.274𝑏 − 0.765 log 𝑏
…[12]

Y>1; b = Y-1 and not > ½

𝜑 𝑌 − 𝑎 = 0.493 − 0.406𝑏 − 0.765 log 𝑏
…[13]

Y<1; b = 1-Y and not > ½



RBW’s method calculates distances x to stated depths d; 
required parameters are: 

i uniform bed slope, 
yo water depth at the control point,
C Chézy roughness coefficient, and
yn normal depth.

N American practice computes depths d at various x; given 
parameters are: 

i uniform bed slope, 
yo water depth at the control point, 
n Manning’s roughness coefficient,
w conveyance geometry, and
Q discharge.



Final summary of RBW approximations used 
in the present study

We have

𝑥 =
𝑦𝑛
𝑖
[𝑌 − 1 −

𝑖𝐶2

𝑔
𝜑 𝑌 ]



For backwater, and Y>1.5

𝜑 𝑌 = 0.9069 +
1

2𝑌2
+
1

5𝑌5
+⋯

1

3𝑛 + 2 𝑌3𝑛+2

For 1<Y<1.5 (for b = Y-1 and not > ½):

𝜑 𝑌 − 3𝑎 = −0.112 + 0.274𝑏 − 0.765 log 𝑏

For drawdown, and Y<0.5

𝜑 𝑌 = 0.3023 + 𝑌 +
1

4
𝑌4 +

1

7
𝑌7 +…

1

3𝑛 + 1
𝑌3𝑛+1

For 0.5<Y<1 (for b = 1-Y and not > ½):

𝜑 𝑌 − 𝑎 = 0.493 − 0.406𝑏 − 0.765 log 𝑏



Computations

Q 10.0 CMS
w 2.0 m (rectangular, open)
n 0.020
i 0.005
y0 2.5 m (backwater)
y0 1.366 m (drawdown)
L 100 m

∴ we get yc= 1.366m, yn= 1.879m



Typical Excel equation

x (m) =

C$30*C$33*(E41-C$32* 
(0.3023+E41+0.25*E41^4+1/7*E41^7))

Caveat: It was found that computed x were 
unacceptable for values of Chézy C not set equal to 
the mean of yc and yn.



SWMM & HEC-RAS, per Mark and Karen

Drawdown profile Y<1:

• In SWMM, with inertial terms dampened, gives poor 
match with HEC-RAS; conversely with inertial terms, 
gives much better match with HEC-RAS.
• In SWMM, further discretizing the last reach of the 
model (1 m segments) causes significant oscillations.
• In HEC-RAS, further discretizing the last reach gives a 
more defined WSEL profile.



Backwater profile Y>1

•HEC-RAS did not initially match well with 
SWMM.
• In HEC-RAS, sub-dividing the last segment 
gives an almost perfect match with SWMM.
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Computational burden - SWMM runs

• Run with dynamic wave solution with inertial 
terms.
•Steady state runs failed. The smaller 1m conduits 
require 0.05s time steps and 6 minute duration 
for drawdown and 12 minutes for backwater. 
•Using hot-start-up values would reduce CPU 
time by an order of magnitude.
•1000 runs were conducted by batchfile using 
SWMM5.exe



Computational burden - HECRAS runs

•Ran the models in steady state.

•1000 runs were conducted by writing a macro in 
Excel. 



Relative computational effort (CPU secs)

Scenario SWMM HEC-RAS
Drawdown, 1000 runs 281 sec 308 sec

Backwater, 1000 runs 551 sec 307 sec

RBW, 10 million runs…… 0.281 CPU seconds.

Experiments completed on a laptop with CPU 
Intel Core i7-3630QM @ 2.40 GHz, and 8GB RAM



RBW’s approximation coded in C#

Runtime for 100 million runs 
•On a desktop 0.2391532 seconds.
•On a laptop 0.281 seconds

Evidently 10 million times faster than full SWMM 
and HECRAS applications in very rough and 
deceptive terms.



Conclusions

For estimating CWSEL profiles within the 
discretized sub-lengths of free surface flow 
elements, SWMM5 and HECRAS are very slow. 

On the other hand, RBW’s method: 
• is fast (3 billion runs adds 84 secs on a laptop).
• can probably produce acceptable CWSEL profiles.
• is possibly a good approximation.



En passant…

Evidently roughness n or C varies with x in GVF 
and CWSEL profiles are sensitive to their values.

This study indicates that the RBW approximation 
might be useful in watershed studies. 

Comparing modern models like SWMM with 
analytical solutions even for simplistic 
applications requires more time and care.



Caveat

Of course comparisons with various 
mathematical renderings of the same basic 
mechanics derivation, as used here, is less telling 
than comparisons with real, relevant, observed 
flows (where, when or even if feasible). 





some real life 
complexities 
that mask 
backwater 
analyses







Hot news item – 90 minutes ago 

The City of Cape Town is 
appealing to residents not 
to dump objects into the 
city’s stormwater 
infrastructure after a 
maintenance team found a 
lawnmower in a manhole 
in Goodwood.



Final conclusion

In sewers the entry and exit flow patterns may be 
complex, considering e.g. bends, junctions, drops, 
crossfalls, benching, manhole deterioration, leaks, 
infiltration and surcharging. Also, local losses 
complicate the CWSEL profiles.

So I remain undecided whether CWSEL profiles 
within elemental conduits are unconditionally  
worthwhile, but seems unlikely in urban cases. 



The author’s interim suggestion

In urban applications, stay with straight-line  
interpolations, at least for routine, unexceptional cases.

Watershed applications with long reaches, on the 
other hand, merit proper consideration.



End, and now on to new problems…
(cite old manhole counter story)



A Newfie is jumping up and down on a manhole in Bay Street 
Toronto, shouting, “Forty-two, forty-two!” Along comes a banker 
who asks him what he's doing. The Newfie says that it's a great 
sport, in Newfoundland, to jump up and down on a manhole 
cover and shout, “Forty-two, forty-two!" and that the banker 
should try. After persuasion, the banker gives in and does so, but 
without much enthusiasm.  “Put your heart into it,” the Newfie
encourages him. “Leap high, yell it loud.” The banker shrugs, 
leaps twelve feet in the air, and really screams, “42, 42!”   
Suddenly the Newfie snatches away the manhole cover and the 
banker drops down into the manhole. The Newfie niftily replaces 
the cover and again starts jumping up and down on it, shouting, 
“Forty-three, forty-three!”



Thanks

To: Nandana Perera, Karen Finney, Mark Randall and 
Tiehong Xiao at CHI, for the computer runs, and to 
the Instn. of Civil Engineers (UK) for the IWE copy of 
RBW’s paper. And to RBW, sometime reader at the 
Univ. of Liverpool, and external examiner of my PhD 
thesis on 1965.03.18, when I travelled from Aberdeen 
Univ. to the Univ. of Liverpool for my viva.
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